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The aim of our researches was studying of the effect of the use of sunflower lecithin as biologically 

active additives for the intensity of growing of young geese, slaughter quality and chemical composition 

of the pectoral muscles of young geese. 

Our results indicate that feeding to young geese in the composition of animal feed of sunflower 

lecithin promoted to the increase of live weight in the experimental groups, respectively 1.8%, 5.3%, 

9.4% and 7.5% compared to the control group analogues. 

By weight of gutted carcass the advantage of geese from experimental groups was respectively - 

3.2%, 6.9%, 12.3% and 8.6%. The biggest muscle mass was observed in geese from the experimental 

group IV and amounted 1895 gm, which was 14.2% more than muscle mass of geese from control 

group. Weight of muscles from II, III and V research groups on the same indicator was higher at 3.0%, 

7.7% and 9.2% in comparison with I control group. 

The use of sunflower lecithin in the diets of young geese caused the increase in weight of internal fat. 

Thus, advantage of research groups by this indicator was - 5.7%, 15.4%, 25.1% and 18.3% respectively 

for analogue from control. 

A similar pattern was set also by weight of skin with subcutaneous fat. Thus, by this indicator geese 

from research groups prevailed at 5.8% - 20.1% over control group analogues. 

Also should be noted no significant differences in bone mass in experimental groups. 

It should be noted that the use of mixed feed with different content of lecithin affects weight of edible 

parts. Thus, the addition of 0.4% of sunflower lecithin to mixed feed of geese led to increase by weight of 

edible parts of IV group at 10.2% compared to control, II, III and V of research groups dominated by 

the same indicator at 3.2%, 7.3% and 8.9%. 

These changes have led to improve of meat and bone index. Thus, among the birds from III, IV and V 

research groups preference by this indicator was 5.1%, 11.9% and 6.8% respectively by the control 

group analogues. The indicators in poultry from II experimental group were on the same level with the 

control group. 

Analysis of the chemical composition of the pectoral muscles of geese showed that the dry matter 

content increased in IV experimental group at 0.65% compared to the control. A similar indicator in II, 

III and V experimental groups was at the same level relatively to control. 

By the content in meat of crude protein advantage of young geese from experimental groups was 

0.3%, 0.5%, 3.0% and 2.0% compared to analogues from control group. 

A similar trend was observed for crude fat content in the tissues of the pectoral muscles. Thus, in 

geese from IV experimental group, which received mixed feed containing 0.4% of lecithin, this figure 

was higher at 2.0%. The advantage for this indicator at II, III and V of research groups was within 0.1% 

- 0.8% compared with analogues from control. 

Changes of indices of inorganic part of the meat are characterized by higher ash content in the 

pectoral muscle of research groups in accordance with the control group. 

Conclusion. Consequently, the inclusion to the diets of young geese of sunflower lecithin positively 

impacted their slaughter rates. However, the best results were obtained at poultry slaughtering, which 

as part of the mixed feed was injected 0.4% of sunflower lecithin. Thus, the advantage over the control 

group at gutted carcass weight was 12.3%, by weight of internal fat was 25.1%, and by weight of the 

edible parts was 10.2%. Also, it should be noted the tendency of increased deposition in meat of crude 

fat and protein compared with control at 2.0% and 3.0% respectively 
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